Spike Wrap Installation
™

Congratulations on your purchase of the Power-Pole® Spike Wrap.
This package includes: One Power-Pole Spike Wrap for use on all models
Tools and materials required (not included)
1. Heat gun / Hair dryer
2. Wax and grease cleaner
3. Soft cloth
4. Scissors or Exact-O-Knife

Installation Instructions
Step 1 Cleaning: Clean spike with wax and grease cleaner to remove any
grease or dirt. Be careful not to touch the spike with bare hands because
the spike may become fibrous after sun exposure and use.
Step 2 Orientation: Place the Spike Wrap down on a clean surface with the
words reading left to right ( Swift. Silent. Secure.) The top of the Spike
Wrap will now be to your left.
Step 3 Cutting the Spike wrap to fit:
8ft - No cutting required proceed to step 4.
6ft - Remove 6” from the bottom of the Spike Wrap.
4ft - Remove 7” from the top potion of the Spike Wrap and Remove 11”
from the bottom of the Spike Wrap. Be sure to make a straight cut
on the Spike Wrap.
Step 4 Applying the spike wrap: Slide the Spike Wrap onto the fiberglass
spike up to where it overlaps the black plastic mold-over by ½”. When
installing the Spike Wrap on models without an Everflex™ flex stabilizer
(the 1/4” black molding at the top of the spike going up into the
knuckle), slide the Spike Wrap up the plain spike to the point where
the spike and knuckle joint meet.
Step 5 Finishing: Use heat gun to shrink Spike Wrap onto Everflex spike. Make
long even strokes holding the heat gun a few inches away from the Spike
Wrap until it in snug around the spike. Be careful not to touch Spike Wrap
or heat gun while installing as they may become hot.
Do not overheat the Spike Wrap.
For Technical Support Call 813-689-9932 opt 2

Product Quality Assurance
JL Marine Systems, Inc. assures that this product is made with the
finest quality materials and is free from manufacturer defects.
Please inspect this product immediately prior to installation.
If defects are apparent, please contact JL Marine Systems, Inc.
Warranty Department at 813-689-9932 immediately.
Please read all instructions carefully for proper product
installation. JL Marine Systems, Inc. is not responsible for
improper installation of product.
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